Müllroser Planetenweg

Picture: signpost through the solar system
Length:
Hike duration:

about 6 km (4 miles)
about 2 h on foot, about 40 Min. by
bycycle
Access:
on foot, by bycycle, by wheel chair
(except Uranus)
Difficulty:
easy
Start:
town hall courtyard of Müllrose
Finish:
Culture barn of Ragower Mill
Food options on the way:
EDEKA Senkpiel, supermarket
Villa de Lagio, restaurant
Ragower Mühle, restaurant
Highlights:
Lake Großer Müllroser See
National park Schlaubetal
Culture barn der Ragower Mühle
Hikes nearby: Education- and hike trail in Müllrose,
Circular hiking trail Großer Müllroser
See,
Schlaubetal hike trail

Look at the town of Müllrose and the municipalities
of the Schlaubetal office. Enjoy nature and
relaxation and come back to discover new things!
The association AstroWis e.V. wishes you a lot of
pleasure in exploring our solar system.
E-Mail: info@astrowis.de,
Web-Seite: https://www.astrowis.de

Description
On the Müllroser Planetary Trail, you can explore our
solar system on a quiet walk with friends, family or
as a hiking group. Due to the scale of 1:1 billion (109)
you move through the solar system at four times the
speed of light. The above sign indicates the path
through the solar system. The scale distances
between the individual objects refer to the crow flies
and not to the footpath travelled. At each location,
you will find information about the celestial body,
which is displayed in scale. The QR code provides you
with further information and access to the website
of our association.
Stages of Planet Trail
The sun is anchored in the town hall courtyard of
Müllrose as the central star of the solar system.
Leave the Town Hall Courtyard through the rear
fence gate and turn left on the educational and
hiking trail. Follow the educational and hiking trail to
Biegenbrücker Street and in between, you can find
the small rocky planets Mercury, Venus, Earth and
Mars. Not surprisingly, the Earth is just a tiny sphere
and yet our home planet. From Mars, follow the
Biegenbrücker Street. Then you cross the Beeskower
Street at the traffic lights and cross the city park by
right-hand, so that you will discover Jupiter as our
largest planet between school and kindergarten.
Now follow the Jahnstreet to the lake Großer
Müllroser See, where you enter the circular hiking
trail and follow it out of town (on the right). They
then pass the ring planet Saturn and the Uranus. You
should take the time to get to know these planets
more closely. Crossing the railway tracks and use the
Schlaubewanderweg to continue your hike. Near the

cultural barn of the Ragower Mill in the municipality
of Siehdichum you will find our outermost planet,
the Neptune. A little bit still and you can relax in the
restaurant Ragower mill after the beautiful walk.
Sponsors and Credits
Many thanks at this point for the active help and
financial support from the members of the
association. Great Thnaks to our sponsors, which
support us financially, too.The town of Müllrose and
the parish of Müllrose-Mixdorf provided the pitches
free of charge. We do not consider the planetary
path to be finished, but as a dynamic object that
constantly expands and enhanced by new
information. Therefore, we are very grateful for any
suggestions you have received on how to improve it.
We are also pleased to receive donations to preserve
the planetary path as well as activities to convey
astronomical
knowledge,
including
the
implementation of school projects and exhibitions.
You are also welcome to become a member of us.
Visit our website - on the page "Organisation" you
will find the donation account, our statutes as well
as an application form for the association
membership. Read our newsletter and our press
releases on our website or order them directly.

Source: https://www.openstreetmap.de/karte.html

